
SY0301 FMS TRAINER 1  

CONTACTS 
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LESSON OBJECTIVES 
 
•Review basic T-6B Flight Management System (FMS) functions required 
for CONTACT training. 
•This lesson is required to be completed prior to the first simulator 
event C2101. 
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LESSON TOPICS 
•Clearing the SCRATCH PAD 
•Basic frequency selection using the UFCP 
•Changing Frequencies using the MFD 
•Setting the Transponder code/mode  
•TCAS ON/OFF/TEST 
•Setting the MFD to toggle between the NAV and TSD pages 
•FMS Database verification 
•INS/GPS Alignment and Location Cross Check 
•Setting  the PFD SOURCE and Bearing pointers 
•Setting the CDI Course 
•Setting the HSI heading bug 
•Changing BINGO fuel alert 
•Setting  ADI BUGS (altitude, radar altimeter, speed) 
•Resetting MAX/MIN “G” carets 
•Loading a pre-existing flight plan from  “COMPANY/USER ROUTES” 
•Proceeding direct to an airport using the NEAREST function 
•Additional display options 
•Operations with failed UFCP 
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Clearing the  
SCRATCH PAD 

•The FMS SCRATCH PAD is the 
primary source for data entry into 
the FMS system. 
•Along with the FMS message 
display window it is also an area 
where system messages are 
displayed. 
•In order to enter data into the 
SCRATCH PAD any existing  
messages must first be cleared. 
•Whenever a new message appears, 
it is a good practice to note the 
message and then clear it. 
•Messages in the SCRATCH PAD and 
FMS message display window may 
be cleared via the MFD NAV page or 
from the UFCP. 
•On the NAV page  MSG CLR will 
appear at LSK R1 if there is an active 
message.  Pressing LSK R1 will clear 
the message from the MFD message 
window and the SCRATCH PAD. 
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Clearing the  
SCRATCH PAD 

•To clear messages using the 
UFCP first select  FMS SPAD 
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Clearing the  
SCRATCH PAD 

•Un-cleared messages will be 
shown in their abbreviated form 
on the UFCP.  The full message  
can be seen in the FMS message 
window on the MFD NAV page. 
•Use the CLR button to remove 
the message 
•The CLR function will remove 
one message each time it is 
pressed.   
•If additional messages exist they 
may be removed by repeating the 
CLR function 
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Clearing the  
SCRATCH PAD 

•Once cleared from the FMS 
message window and SCRATCH 
PAD, active messages may be 
accessed from the MFD MENU via 
the  INITREF page by selecting LSK 
R6. 
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Clearing the  
SCRATCH PAD 

•From the INIT/REF page select 
MSG RECALL at LSK L6 
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Clearing the  
SCRATCH PAD 

•The MESSAGE RECALL page will 
display all active messages. 
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Basic Frequency 
Selection using the 

UFCP 

•To change the frequency 
of COM1, press the W1 
key, enter the frequency 
manually and press ENT.   
 

•To enter a preset 
frequency for COM1 press 
W1, enter the preset 
number and press ENT.   
 

•The same process is used  
to change COM2 and VHF 
NAV frequencies using 
their respective Window 
keys. 

W1 
KEY 
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Changing 
Frequencies using 

the MFD 
 

•Frequencies may also be 
changed using only the 
MFD. 
 

•To access the MFD MENU 
from the NAV page, select 
LSK UL. 
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Changing 
Frequencies using 

the MFD 
 

•From the MFD MENU 
select the FREQ page using 
LSK R1. 
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Changing 
Frequencies using 

the MFD 
 
•Use LSK LR to sequence to 
the FREQUENCY ALT CNS 
page . 
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Changing 
Frequencies using 

the MFD 

•Select the appropriate 
LSK’s to enter the desired  
numbers/decimal (POINT) 
into the  FMS scratch pad 
(for this example we will use 121.0). 

•Use LSK LL to return to the 
Frequency page. 
•Transponder codes may 
also be entered into the 
scratch pad in this manner. 
•The UFCP FMS SPAD 
function may also be used 
to type numbers into the 
scratch pad.  
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Changing 
Frequencies using 

the MFD 
 
•Upload the new 
frequency/code (121.0) 
from the scratchpad to the 
appropriate radio using;  
LSK R1 for COM 1,  
LSK R2 for COM 2,  
LSK R3 for VHF NAV, or 
LSK R5 for XPDR  
•This will place the new  
frequency/code in the 
(right side) Stand-By 
position. 
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Changing 
Frequencies using 

the MFD 
 
•121.0 is now shown in the 
standby position for COM 2  
•Subsequent selection of 
LSK’s  R1-5 will toggle the 
associated  
frequency/code between 
the right side (standby)  
and left side (active) 
positions. 
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Changing 
Frequencies using 

the MFD 
 
Now 121.0 is active (left 
side) and the previous 
frequency (121.4) has 
moved to the standby 
position. 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•To access the transponder 
controls select the W4 key 
from the Persistent Display 

W4 
Key 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode 

• The startup default 
setting are as follows: 
Window 1 – XPDRSBY 
Transponder is not 
transmitting code nor 
altitude information. 
 

Window  2 – 1200 
VFR code. 
 

Window  3 – ALT ON 
Altitude reporting on but 
not transmitted until  
transponder is set to  
Active (ACT) in window 1. 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•Note that W2 displays a 
“Filled” left facing chevron.  
This indicates that the 
window is currently active 
and ready to receive data 
input. 
•Use the number keys to 
enter the desired 4 digit 
Transponder code, it will 
be loaded into Window 2 
(0420 in this example). 

•Pressing ENT will tune the 
transponder to the new 
code. 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•Once the new code is 
entered, the symbol in 
window 2 will become a 
non-filled left facing 
chevron. 
•The W1 key is used to 
toggle between the Active 
(ACT) and stand-by (SBY) 
modes of operation. 
•Selecting W1 in this case 
will change the mode to 
Active 
 
 

W1 
Key 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•Note in window 1 that the 
transponder is now Active 
(ACT).   
•With Altitude reporting 
also ON (see window 3)  The 
transponder will now 
transmit both the entered 
code of 0420 and the 
aircrafts altitude. 
•Selecting W1 again will 
toggle the system back to 
Standby (SBY). 

W1 
Key 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•When Standby (SBY) is 
selected the word 
CONFIRM will appear in 
Window 4.  Pressing the 
W4 key  will place the 
transponder to SBY 
(standby). 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•Window 3 now displays the 
Altitude reporting status 
(defaulted to ON).   

•Pressing the W3 key will 
toggle between  ALT 
(altitude) reporting ON/OFF. 
•Use the RTN button to 
return to the Persistent 
Display. 

Note 
It is a normal practice to 

immediately return to the 
persistent display after 

completion of inputs on the 
UFCP. 

 

Window  
3 

W3 
key 

RTN  
button 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•On the persistent Display 
with Transponder  in 
Standby (SBY), and ALT 
selected to ON, Window 4 
will Display the Code and 
SBY.  
•In this, state neither code 
nor altitude are being 
transmitted. 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•On the persistent Display 
with Transponder  Active 
(ACT), and Altitude (ALT) 
selected to OFF, Window 4 
will Display only the Code.  
•In this state, only the code 
will be transmitted. 
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•On the persistent Display 
with Transponder Active 
(ACT), and ALT selected to 
ON, Window 4 will Display 
the Code and ALT.  
•In this state both the code 
and altitude will be sent to 
ATC.  
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Setting the 
Transponder  
code /mode  

 
•Once in flight, if requested 
to “IDENT” by ATC, 
pressing the “ID” button 
will activate temporary 
special symbology on the 
controllers screen to aid in 
locating your aircraft. 
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TCAS  
ON/OFF/TEST 

•To change the TCAS status 
from SBY to ON , from the 
NAV page press LSK R2  
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TCAS  
ON/OFF/TEST 

•The UFCP will change to 
the SYS/DISPLAY/TCAS 
page. 
•Selecting the W1 key will 
toggle between SBY and 
ON. 
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TCAS  
ON/OFF/TEST 

•Once the system is turned 
on it may be tested from 
the MFD NAV page. 
•Selecting W2 toggles 
between the options of 
NORMAL, ABOVE and 
BELOW. 
In NORMAL, traffic with an 
active XPNDR that is 
between 2700 feet above 
and 2700 feet below the 
aircraft is displayed. 
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TCAS  
ON/OFF/TEST 

•In ABOVE, traffic with an 
active XPNDR that is 
between 8700 feet above 
and 2700 feet below the 
aircraft is displayed. 
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TCAS  
ON/OFF/TEST 

•In BELOW, traffic with an 
active XPNDR that is 
between 2700 feet above 
and 8700 feet below the 
aircraft is displayed. 

NOTE 
TCAS is only an aid to detecting 

other aircraft as a means to 
visually acquire (see and avoid) 

aircraft that may pose a collision 
threat. 

Pilots must still visually scan the 
surrounding airspace. 

DO NOT USE TCAS AS THE 
PRIMARY MEANS OF AVOIDING 

TRAFFIC CONFLICTS. 
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TCAS  
ON/OFF/TEST 

•On the NAV page  with 
the TCAS set to ON, the 
Press and Hold function 
(green circle), is now available 
at LSK R2. 
•Pressing and holding LSK 
R2 for 1 second will place 
the TCAS into the test 
mode. 
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TCAS  
ON/OFF/TEST 

•The TCAS test symbols will 
be displayed on the NAV 
page 
•After a short delay you 
will hear the results of the 
self test announced over 
the audio system. 
 

“TCAS SYSTEM TEST OKAY” 
or 

“TCAS SYSTEM TEST FAIL” 
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Setting the MFD to 
toggle between the 
NAV and TSD pages 

 
•Both the NAV and TSD 
displays are frequently 
used during CONTACTs. 
•The MFD may be set to 
toggle between the TSD 
and NAV displays using the 
UL and UR LSK’s. 
•With the NAV page set 
under LSK UL, select LSK 
UR until a MENU option is 
displayed at the UR 
position. 
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Setting the MFD to 
toggle between the 
NAV and TSD pages 

 
•Access the MFD MENU 
using LSK UR. 

“MENU” 
now 
present 
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Setting the MFD to 
toggle between the 
NAV and TSD pages 

 
•Select TSD for display with 
LSK L4. 
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Setting the MFD to 
toggle between the 
NAV and TSD pages 

 
•The MFD display will now 
have NAV at LSK UL and 
TSD MENU at LSK UR. 
•Selecting the LSK UL  will 
bring up the NAV display. 
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Setting the MFD to 
toggle between the 
NAV and TSD pages 

 
•Now LSK UL will show 
NAV MENU and LSK UR will 
show TSD. 
•Selecting LSK UR will 
toggle display back to TSD.  
•Selecting an LSK with the 
word MENU associated will 
bring up the MFD MENU. 
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FMS DATABASE 
VERIFICATION: 

 

•The FAA requires that the 
FMS database be verified 
as “current” prior to use 
inflight.   
•This is accomplished via 
the FMS IDENT page.   
•From the NAV page, 
access the MFD Menu by 
pressing LSK UL. 
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FMS DATABASE 
VERIFICATION: 

 
 

•From the MFD MENU 
select the INITREF page 
with LSK R6. 
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FMS DATABASE 
VERIFICATION: 

 

 
•Select the IDENT page 
using LSK L1. 
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FMS DATABASE 
VERIFICATION: 

• Verify the ACTIVE NAV 
DATABASE date is current on 
line 1 of  the FMS1 IDENT 
page 1/2. 
 

•A second database may be 
available for selection (line 2). 
  
• If needed, it can be selected 
as the ACTIVE database using 
LSK R2 to download it to the 
Scratch Pad and then LSK R1  
to upload it to the ACTIVE  
position. 
 

Note 
This function is only available on the 

ground. 
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INS/GPS Alignment 
and Location Cross 

Check 
 
 

•Prior to flight, the GPS 
location must be checked 
for accuracy against the 
aircrafts actual position 
and the Inertial Navigation 
System (INS) position must 
be checked for alignment 
with the GPS. 
•Check the GPS location 
using the POS INIT page.   
•From the FMS IDENT 
PAGE select LSK R6. 
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INS/GPS Alignment 
and Location Cross 

Check 
 

Note 
The POS INIT page is also 

available from the INIT REF 
page  via LSK L2. 
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INS/GPS Alignment 
and Location Cross 

Check 

•On the POS INIT/REF page 
1/2, the FMS/GPS position 
is listed by LAT/LONG on 
line 1. 
•It should be compared to 
your actual location. 
•  Your current position 
may be determined using a 
chart, or where available, 
an airport diagram.  
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INS/GPS Alignment 
and Location Cross 

Check 

•Another method is to 
enter the local airport 
identifier into the scratch 
pad and upload it to the 
LSK L2 position. 
•This will retrieve the 
airports coordinates  from 
the NAV database and  
display them on line 2. 
•Now a comparison can be 
made between aircrafts 
GPS position and the REF 
AIRPORTS known 
coordinates.  
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INS/GPS Alignment 
and Location Cross 

Check 

•To insure the IRS has 
aligned with the GPS use 
LSK LR to move to POS 
INIT/REF page 3/3. 
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INS/GPS Alignment 
and Location Cross 

Check 

•Ensure the IRS position on 
line 3 agrees with the FMS 
GPS position listed on  
line 1. 
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Setting PFD SOURCE 
and Bearing Pointers 

•System options for PFD 
SOURCE are;  
-FMS 
-VOR  
-LOC  (if a Localizer frequency is tuned)  

-OFF 
•LSK L4 on the PFD is used to 
toggle between these options. 
•The type of flight will dictate 
which mode should be 
selected. 
•Most CONTACT flights will 
use the VOR as the PFD 
source. 
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Setting PFD SOURCE 
and Bearing Pointers 

•System options for Bearing 
Pointer selection are;  
-VOR 
-FMS 
-OFF 
•For standardization they 
will be set as follows: 
BP 1 (green single needle) 
to VOR.  LSK L6 is used to 
toggle between the  
available options for BP 1. 
•BP 2 (cyan double needle) 
to FMS.  LSK R6 is used to 
toggle between the 
available options for BP 2. 
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Setting the CDI 
Course 

•On the PFD, LSK LL can be 
used to bring up the NAV 
page on the UFCP. 
 

NOTE 
This option is not  available on 

the PFD with PFD SOURCE 
selected to FMS. 
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Setting the CDI 
Course 

•If PFD SOURCE is FMS, the 
NAV page on the UFCP can 
be accessed via the UFCP 
NAV key. 
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Setting the CDI 
Course 

•When the NAV page of the 
UFCP is selected, window 4 
is ready to receive data (left 
facing filled chevron). 

•Set the desired course 
using the number keys (or by 
using the DATA ENTRY knob). 

•A common Contact 
practice is to set the course 
(CRS) to the departure 
runway (RWY 050 for our example). 

•Select the ENT key to 
activate the change (not 
required if DATA ENTRY knob is used). 
•Return to the persistent 
display. 
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Setting the CDI 
Course 

•With PFD SOURCE 
selected to VOR or LOC, 
the new course (CRS) will 
be displayed above LSK LL. 
•The head of the CDI will 
also point to the new 
course on the HSI card. 
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Setting the HSI 
heading bug 

•Momentarily pressing LSK 
LR on the PFD will change 
the UFCP to the 
SYS/HEADING page.  

 
Note 

If LSK LR is pressed and held for 
one second (green dot function) it 

will move the HDG BUG on the 
HSI to the aircrafts current 

heading. 
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Setting the HSI 
heading bug 

•On the UFCP SYS/HEADING 
page, the desired heading 
for the PFD HDG BUG may 
be set using the number 
keys (or the DATA ENTRY knob). 

•The heading will be 
entered into window 1 (for 
our example we have set an 
expected initial departure heading 
of 030° ). 

•Selecting the ENT key will 
change the HDG BUG to the 
new setting on the HSI (not 
required if bug is moved using the 
DATA ENTRY knob). 
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Setting the HSI 
heading bug 

•On the PFD, the heading 
bug is reset to the new 
position on the HSI card 
and the digital readout of 
the bugs position is listed 
above LSK LR. 
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Changing BINGO  
fuel alert 

 
•The audio BINGO fuel 
alert is defaulted to 400 lbs 
total. 
•Selecting LSK L3 on the 
EICAS display will change 
the UFCP to the 
SYS/BGO/IP page. 
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Changing BINGO  
fuel alert 

 
NOTE 

On the UFCP this page can also be 
selected using the SYS Priority 

function button followed by the 
W4 key to select the BGO/IP 

page. 
 

•Window 1 (left facing, filled 
chevron) is ready to receive 
data. 
•Use the number keys to 
enter the desired BINGO 
fuel.  
•Press the enter key to 
change the audio warning to 
the new level. 
•Return to the persistent 
display. 
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Changing BINGO  
fuel alert 

 

•The new warning level will 
appear on the EICAS 
display adjacent to LSK L3. 
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Setting  ADI BUGS 
(altitude, radar 

altimeter, speed) 
 
 

•Altitude, and airspeed 
BUGS on the PFD along 
with the radar altimeter 
aural warning, may be 
set/changed using the 
UFCP. 
•Press the Priority Function 
Button PFD. 
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Setting  ADI BUGS 
(altitude, radar 

altimeter, speed) 
 
 

•Press the W2 key (<AB) to 
select ALTIMETER BUG.  
•Use the number keys to 
enter  your desired altitude 
bug setting. 
•Press  ENT to change the 
PFD DISPLAY . 
•Using the same process at 
W3 (<RA) will set the radar 
altimeter aural warning. 
•Repeating the process at 
W4 (<SPD) will set the PFD 
speed bug. 
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Resetting  “G” 
recorders 

•Maximum  positive and 
negative “G” recorders 
(carats) are displayed on the 
PFD “G” meter as white 
pointers. 
•They may be reset 
provided the aircraft limits 
have not been exceeded (red 
pointers displayed). 

•To reset (white) “G carats”, 
press and hold LSK  R4 for 
one second. 
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Resetting  “G” 
recorders 

•Both recorders will be 
reset to +1G. 
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Loading a pre-existing 
flight plan from  

“COMPANY/USER 
ROUTES” 

•Pre-loaded flight plans 
can be stored in the FMS 
as COMPANY or USER 
ROUTES. 
•COMPANY ROUTES are 
loaded by maintenance 
and cannot be altered. 
•10 USER ROUTES are also 
available which can be 
created and saved by the 
user. 
•Both are accessed from 
the MFD Menu at LSK R2. 
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Loading a pre-existing 
flight plan from  

“COMPANY/USER 
ROUTES” 

•From the ACT RTE page 1 
press LSK R4 to bring up 
the stored COMPANY 
ROUTES. 
 

NOTE 
LSK R5 can be used to 

view/load USER ROUTES. 
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Loading a pre-existing 
flight plan from  

“COMPANY/USER 
ROUTES” 

•In this depiction note that 
there are 19 pages of 
preloaded flight plans. 
 
•Use the PREV and NEXT 
LSK’s to find the page with 
your desired flight plan. 
 

•Make your selection using 
the LSK next to the desired 
flight plan. 
(example: 01 JAYEASY is the 
course rules to return to KNSE 
via JAY to point EASY) 
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Loading a pre-existing 
flight plan from  

“COMPANY/USER 
ROUTES” 

•The selected route will be 
loaded and be displayed 
on the RTE page adjacent 
to LSK R3. 
•MOD (modify) is 
highlighted indicating the 
new route is only proposed 
at this time. 
•The green EXEC light will 
be flashing. 

Selected  
route 
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Loading a pre-existing 
flight plan from  

“COMPANY/USER 
ROUTES” 

•On the UFCP press the 
EXEC button to 
execute/activate the flight 
plan 

Note 
The UFCP EXEC button is currently 
the only way to select the execute 

function in the FMS. 
 

•When executed, loaded 
waypoints  may be viewed 
on the NAV, TSD, and LEGS 
pages. 
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Proceeding direct to 
an airport using the 
NEAREST function.  

 
•The NEAREST function can 
be used to locate and 
navigate to airports in the 
NAV database that are near 
your current location. 
 

NOTE 
This function may aid you in 

finding homefield if lost during a 
solo or locating a suitable field 
during an emergency situation. 

 
•The NEAREST page is 
readily accessible from the 
from the NAV page. 
•Press LSK L1 (NRST). 
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Proceeding direct to 
an airport using the 
NEAREST function.  

 
•On the NEAREST page 
Press LSK L1 to access the 
NEAREST AIRPORT page. 
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Proceeding direct to 
an airport using the 
NEAREST function. 

 
•A list of the nearest 
airports (13 pages in this case)  

will be displayed. 
•The airport identifier, 
bearing ,distance and 
name  is  shown for each 
airport. 
•Use the NEXT option at 
LSK LR if needed to find 
the desired airport (for our 

example we will be looking for KNPA). 
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Proceeding direct to 
an airport using the 
NEAREST function.  

 
 

•In our example the desired 
airport appears on line 1 of 
page 3/13 and is already 
highlighted in white. 
•If the desired airport is not 
on line 1, Select/highlight it 
using the adjacent LSK.  
•Once the desired airport is 
highlighted in white, select 
DIRECT-TO using LSK L5 
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Proceeding direct to 
the nearest airport 

 
•The new airport is now 
the FMS active waypoint. 
 

NOTE 
No EXECUTE function required for 

this operation. 

 
•Press LSK UL to return to 
the NAV display. 
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Proceeding direct to 
the nearest airport 

 
• The WAYPOINT DATA BOX 
at the top of the NAV page 
will display the following 
waypoint data: 
 
- (WPT) Airport/Waypoint ID 

- (DIST) Distance 

- (TTG) Time To Go 

- (ETA) Estimated Time of Arrival 
 

NOTE 
This information will also appear on 

the TSD. 
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Proceeding direct 
to the nearest 

airport 
 •Turn to place the head of 

the FMS bearing pointer 
under the heading indexer 
(left turn in this example). 
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Proceeding direct 
to the nearest 

airport 
 •With BP 2 set to FMS the 

distance to the airport is 
also shown adjacent to 
LSK R6. 
•With PFD SOURCE set to 
FMS, use the CDI to track 
to the airport. 
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ADDITIONAL 
DISPLAY OPTIONS 

 •Certain items on the NAV 
and TSD displays can be 
selected/deselected from 
view using the DATA page. 
•The DATA page can be 
accessed from the TSD 
and NAV displays via LSK 
L4. 
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ADDITIONAL 
DISPLAY OPTIONS 

 •On the DATA page, displays 
options are: 
-NAVAID 
-NDB 
-AIRPORT 
-USER WPT 
 
•These items may be 
individually toggled on/off 
using their adjacent LSKs. 
 

•LSK R3 will DESELECT ALL 
the above data from the 
Displays. 
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ADDITIONAL 
DISPLAY OPTIONS 

 •As you enter Special Use 
Airspace (SUA), the system 
will display “ALERT- INSIDE 
SUA” as a new message. 
•When operating in 
“familiar” airspace such as 
local training areas these 
prompts occur frequently 
and may distract from 
training. 
•SUA ALERTs can be toggled 
on/off via the INITREF pages 
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ADDITIONAL 
DISPLAY OPTIONS 

 •Access INITREF from the 
MFD MENU using LSK R6 
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ADDITIONAL 
DISPLAY OPTIONS 

 •On INIT/REF page select 
LSK L5 to enter the SETUP 
page. 
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ADDITIONAL 
DISPLAY OPTIONS 

 •On the SETUP page LSK 
R4 can be used to toggle 
the Enroute SUA Alerts 
between ENABLED and 
DISABLED. 
•Here SUA ALERTs are 
shown enabled. 
•Select LSK R4 to disable 
the alerts. 
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ADDITIONAL 
DISPLAY OPTIONS 

 •Enroute Special Use 
Airspace Alerts are now 
shown disabled. 
 

NOTE 
Responsibility for obtaining  
necessary clearances and 

operating appropriately within 
special use airspace rest with the 

pilot.  FMS alerts are advisory 
only. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •During solo operations, 
should the UFCP fail it is 
still possible to adjust the 
Barometric Altimeter 
setting , COM 1, COM 2, 
NAV and transponder 
using only the MFD. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •If the UFCP fails, shortcuts are 
provided on the NAV display to 
allow adjustments to the PFD’s 
barometric altimeter along with 
changes to the COM,NAV and 
Transponder frequencies/codes. 
•LSK L5  ALT BARO provides a 
shortcut to change the PFD 
Barometric altimeter setting. 
•LSK R5 ALT CNS provides a 
shortcut  where frequencies 
and Transponder codes may be 
changed. 
•These options will NOT appear 
on the TSD Display. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •With an UFCP failure, access 
the PFD’s Barometric 
Altimeter setting by selecting 
LSK L5  (ALT BARO) on the 
NAV page. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •Enter the desired four digit 
altimeter setting (no decimal 
point required) using the LSKs. 
•For our example we have 
entered 3005. 
•Once the desired altimeter 
setting is entered make it 
active using LSK R5 (ENT). 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •On the PFD the new altimeter 
is changed to the new setting 
(30.05). 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •To change a frequency for 
COM 1, COM 2, NAV or the 
Transponder code, select LSK 
R5 (ALT CNS) on the NAV 
page. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •The FREQUENCY ALT CNS page 
may be used as previously 
discussed in the section 
“Changing Frequencies using 
the MFD”. 
•For example, we will change 
the UHF COM 1 to 291.625 and 
switch the Transponder to 
2255. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •Use the LSKs to select 
291.625 in the scratchpad 
•Then use LSK LL or LR to 
move to the Frequency page 
1/1. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •Upload the frequency from 
the scratchpad to the UHF 
COM 1 standby position using 
LSK R1. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •Use LSK R1 again to toggle 
291.625 from the standby 
position (right side) to the Active 
position (left side). 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •291.625 is now active for UHF 
COM 1. 
•To change the Transponder 
code use LSK LL or LR to return 
to the FREQUENCY ALT CNS 
page. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •Use the LSKs to enter the 
desired Transponder code of 
2255 into the scratchpad. 
•Then use LSK LL or LR to 
return to the FREQUENCY 
page 1/1. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •Upload the new code from 
the scratchpad to the XPDER 
standby position (right side) 
using LSK R5. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •Toggle the new code from 
standby to active (left side) 
using LSK R5 again.   
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •The desired code 2255 is now 
Active but note that our 
Transponder is in the standby 
mode (SBY). 
•Select LSK L5 to access the 
Transponder controls. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •On the XPDR page the status 
can be toggled between 
STANDBY and ACTIVE using 
LSK L4. 
•Altitude mode can be toggled 
between OFF and ON using 
LSK L3 
•Select LSK L4 to place the 
Transponder in the ACTIVE 
mode. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •The transponder is now 
active. 
•To turn Altitude mode on use 
LSK L3. 
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OPERATIONS WITH 
FAILED UFCP 

 •Now the aircrafts altitude 
and Code 2255 will be 
transmitted. 
•LSK L6 can be used to return 
to the FREQUENCY PAGE. 
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Congratulations 
You have now 

completed SY0301 
 

•Mastering the basic functions 
of the UFCP and FMS will 
serve you well during your 
Contact Phase of training. 
•SY0302 will aid in preparing 
you for more in depth 
operations required during 
the Radio Instrument phase of 
your training. 
•Do not wait until the last 
minute to obtain those skills 
and knowledge. 
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